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Minutes of the Committee Meeting of the Hull and District Chess Association Charitable Trust, held by zoom, held on 

Tuesday 13th October, 19.15. 

 

 

Present: Graham Chesters (Chairman), Gerry Johnstone, Stephen Greep, Derek Sheppard, Bill Wright, Steve Thrower, Douglas 

Vleeshhouwer, John Cooper, Steve King and Tom Hackett  

In Attendance: Richard Atkinson 

 

1. Apologies for absence: Andrew Bettley, Jo Hutchinson, Jim Miklevicz and Mike Pollard, 

 

2. Minutes of the last meeting  

2.1. The minutes of the committee meeting of 11/08/20 were agreed as a true record.  

 

3. Matters arising: (not covered elsewhere on the agenda) 

3.1. Code of Conduct for Trustees: SG noted that all except one Trustee had signed the code. 

3.2. Register of interests: SG noted this was still outstanding.  

3.3. Trustee specification. SG submitted a draft ‘Trustee specification’ aimed at the recruitment of new Trustees along 

the lines of previous discussions. This was unanimously agreed. 

 

4. Chairman’s Business: The President explained that he would like this as a regular item. He paid tribute to Steve King 

who had been President at a time when the Association had become a charity and made significant improvements to local 

chess provision.   

 

5. Treasurers report and financial matters: GJ informed Trustees that there was one small correction to the report 

previously circulated.  

 

It was agreed that there would be no action regarding subscriptions until it was clearer about the return of over the board 

chess. 

 

It was agreed to write off the debt of £118 from HANA if they agreed to pay their subscriptions in advance in future years. 

Communications with the club remained a significant issue. 

 

6. Charity and Trustee matters 

6.1. Promotion and Profile of Chess: A Discussion: GC introduced this item by referring to the importance of the 

Charity’s objects as key to our direction. He was keen to make profile and promotion of chess key to his time as 

President and wished to engage more with clubs and members – at this stage possibly through zoom meetings. 

There had been a suggestion for an additional officer post to focus on club development, but GC felt if we were to do 

this the focus needed to be wider and a job description, possibly with the title ‘rank and file officer’,  needed to be 

written.  
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There were already several ideas and developments. GC and SG had met with a local media professional Phil 

Ascough who had provided a written summary of his ideas, stressing the importance of working with the media. GC 

had been in discussion with the head of libraries who would find someone to work with us on chess and library 

developments. MP had some good ideas about open air chess developments in local parks. 

6.2. Charity Commission Code of Governance: DS had completed one section (5) of the Code. He emphasised that his 

comments were observations, not intending to be critical, but a statement of where he saw the Charity against the 

code for this principle. It was agreed that we would complete all sections in draft, circulate to Trustees and formulate 

a discussion document after feedback had been received.  

 

7. ECF Matters: DV reported that, following feedback from Trustees, we had voted for Nigel Towers in the ECF election 

for the Director of Home Chess.  

 

Following discussion on an issue raised by Dave Mills concerning member consultation in respect of ECF votes cast by 

the Charity, it was unanimously agreed that the most appropriate route for consultation on future ECF votes was via the 

Trustees as at present. 

 

SG informed the Trustees that he had been asked to stand as a member of the ECF Governance Committee which he had 

agreed to do. 

 

8. Member Events/Issues 

8.1   HDCA support for teams in non HDCA events; GC and SG had presented a joint paper. Outlining the benefits to 

the Charity of wider representation and that this was in line with the Chess Strategy. Following discussion, it was agreed 

to support the principles of the paper; JC raised the issue of club representation in non HDCA events. SG had sent the 

paper to Dave Mills as Match Captain for comment. 

 

8.2 Resumption of over the board chess: TH advised that until the current situation in respect of the covid virus was 

resolved no further decisions could be made. It was noted that now the ECF had moved to 4-digit grading codes changes 

to the rules would be required. 

 

8.3. HDCA Online activity: DV reported on the 4NCL online activity, including the junior teams who were doing 

particularly well, with some notable individual performances (e.g. Milosz Kasprzyk, and Philip Wood). In the main 4NCL 

league the first team were doing well but the second team, in the same division, were more challenged.  

 

GC congratulated clubs for their online activity over the last few months when over the board chess had not been possible. 

 

DV noted that it was likely that there would be four entries in the HDCA team competition which was to begin shortly. He 

had agreed to captain the Yorkshire U18 online team.  

 

8.4 2021 Rapid play: DV reported that this had been moved to Sunday 11th April 2021. 

 

 

9.  Public Events – Reports and updates  

 9.1   Hull 4NCL International Congress: SG reported that this was now advertised through the 4NCL site. Through 

VHEY we had received £600 grant which should cover the full HDCA Contribution for the two online simul’s, live 

commentary and coaching prizes for section winners. SG reminded Trustees that the Council continued to support our 

activities because of the external profile our events bring to Hull. 

 

 GC congratulated the charity for winning the ECF Congress of the Year award. 

 

10.  Officer Reports: Were noted.  

  

      11. Any other notified business: 
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      12.  Date of next meeting. Tuesday 3rd December, 19.15 to be held by zoom.  

 

       There being no further business, the Chairman closed the Meeting at 21.05 

    

Stephen Greep 02/11/20 

 


